Our Identity

We are ‘Universal India’. A Creative Team of qualified and dedicated artist and architect professionals who specialize in interior, exterior and artworks, for both, cultural as well as corporate clients. At Universal India, we believe that your space, whether it is small, medium or large one, deserves recognition. And we are here to help you in your endeavor.
We are a well known brand in designing and installing artworks and interior finishing hospitality projects throughout India as well as on global scale. We have revived the Italian Lost Wax method for making sculptures. Our experience in artwork includes Statues, Paintings, Relief works. Murals in variety of mediums such as bronze, copper, brass, aluminum, stainless steel, stone, wood and resin are some few to mention. We export metal handicrafts to 22 countries around the world.
We also recognize the importance of delivering personal, contemporary and functional designs which meet our clients’ construction cost budgets. Our design process evolves affordable, workable and responsible solutions.

Our Social Responsibility and Code of Business Ethics

Here at Universal India we believe in giving back to the community and environment. We make sure that the materials manufactured at our production units are all 100% non toxic and safe for our environment. We believe in Green design philosophy. Universal India conducts its Business honestly and ethically wherever we operate in the world. We constantly improve the quality of our services, products and operations and create reputation for honesty, fairness, trust and sound business judgement. No illegal or unethical conduct on the part of directors, employees or affiliates is in the company’s best interest. Universal India will not compromise its principles for short-term or long-term advantages. Here at Universal India we know that good ethics is good business.
Our Team Leaders

Vivek K. Agrawal
Founder, Creative Director, Lead Artist

"Company success is not a holy mystery.....It’s about making the right decision at the right time. There is no shortcut to success.....Adapting new technologies is the need of the hour."

Vikas Gupta
Founder, Creative Director, Technical Head

"Combination of right talent with constant up-gradation of engineering techniques is the success Mantra of Universal India."

Our Services

Infra
Universal India - Infra
Civil Interiors and Exteriors Finishes

Arts
Universal India - Arts
Artworks and Artifacts

Maintenance
Universal India - Maintenance
On-Site Project Maintenance

Creative Lab
Universal India - Creative Lab
Designing and Planning
Our Reputed Corporate and Government Clients

- Delhi Indira Gandhi International Airport
- GM
- ITC Hotels
- Taj
- Pullman
- Novotel
- Airtel
- Incredible India
- The Leela Palace
- Spencer's
- National Corporation of India
- Indian Embassy
- Indian Army
Most Memorable Moment - "National Geographic Megastructures"

Our Most Loved Work - 'Elephant Sculpture' at Delhi IGI Airport T3 got showcased in National Geographic Channel's most watched documentary on International Television, 9th Feb 2014 - Megastructures

An intro clip from the NGC Megastructures - Most clicked tourist attraction at Delhi IGI Airport T3 which also now a Facebook and Youtube sensation.
Universal India - Arts
Artworks and Artifacts

We are a well known brand in designing, fabricating, supplying and installing Artifacts and Artworks of all types and sizes. We are well equipped for custom designing of art products of all known medium available today.
Significant Works - “Mysore Regal Procession”

Mysore Regal Procession, Resin 16’ x 20’ - Universal India Artwork currently installed at Delhi IGI T3.
Significant Works - “Rajasthan Regal Procession”

*Rajasthan Regal Procession, Resin 16' x 40'* Universal India Artwork currently installed at Delhi IGI T3.
Significant Works - “Taurus”

Taurus, Aluminium, Life size: Universal India Artwork currently installed at Indian Army Headquarter Delhi
Significant Works - “Sculptures”

Tulsidas sculpture, Bronze - Universal India Art Project, MCD, New Delhi

Gandhi ji, Bronze - Universal India Art Project, South Africa
Significant Works - “Sculptures”

Buddha, Brass - Universal India Art Project

Indian Camels, Brass - Universal India Art Project
Significant Works - “Sculptures”

Mother Mary, Brass - Universal India Art Project

Buddha, Fiber Glass Resin - Universal India Art Project
Significant Works - “Sculptures”

Jesus & Mary, Fiber - Universal India Art Project

Political Figures, Fiber Glass Resin - Universal India Art Project
Shri Pandu Bronze Statue - 30 Feet height

Work for Bihar Government, RAJGIR
Significant Works - "Dancing Girls"

Dancing Girls, Bronze - Universal India Art Project, Singapore
Significant work - The Camel Sculpture

Work for Royal family of QATAR. Pure Bronze Sculpture
Significant Works - Sculptures

Elephant, Clay - Universal India Art Project

Ganesha, Bronze - Universal India Art Project
Significant Works - Funky Artworks

Alphabhet Humans, SS: Universal India Art Project

Marty - 'Madagascar' Movie character
Universal India Art Project
Significant Works - "Classic Red Phone" and "Enigma"

Classic Red Phone

Enigma

Universal India Design Project for Bharti Airtel, Aerocity, New Delhi
Significant Works - “Jharokha”

Jharokha, 12' x 6', Resin - Universal India Design Project, Nagpur Parishad Pali, Rajasthan
Significant Works - “Abacus”

*Abacus, Bronze* - Universal India Design Project, Army Data Center, New Delhi
**Significant Works - “Techno”**

*Techno, Bronze* - Universal India Design Project, Army Data Center, New Delhi
Significant Works - "Artwork"

ITC Grand Bharat 'Emblem', Metal - Universal India Art Project, Haryana
Significant Works - "Artwork"

Indian Army Head Quarter, World War I - Universal India Art Project, New Delhi
“Our Foundry” - LIVE

Indian sculpture foundry, Gurugram
“Our Foundry” - LIVE

Indian sculpture foundry, Gurugram
Our work for USA. Public art project

Stainless steel 316 with Mirror finishes
Bronze handles - The Camelliya, Golf course
Installation in CENTRAL LONDON

Pure Bronze Sculpture of Royal Indian King. Indo - UK Art Project
Significant Work - The Buddha

Pure Bronze Sculpture - Work For Bollywood
Significant Work - Fibre Glass Resin Statue

live_photos at our indian sculpture foundry
Installation in CENTRAL LONDON

Pure Bronze Sculpture of Royal Indian king. Indo - UK Art project
Significant work - Stainless Steel 316 Art

Work for USA. Use Stainless Steel 316. This is Public art project.
The Camellias, Golf Course, Gurugram

Mural Artworks made for all 9 lobbies. Material use FRP / Resin
Our work for Zydus Cadila Global headquarter Ahmedabad.

Made World map in Bronze Metal. Bronze metal 2 mm sheet. Size 40 feet by 10 feet
Our Indian Sculpture Foundry LIVE

Work for The TAJ hotel
Significant - Mural Artwork

Project for Bangalore
At Our Indian Sculpture Foundry, Gurgaon

Art Work Size - 40 ft * 10 ft
Significant Works - “Shaheed Bhagat Singh”
Significant Works - Warli art, Size 40 feet by 10 feet.

Gate number 19 Departure IGI. New Delhi airport. Use Stainless steel 316
Significant Works - Warli art, Size 40 feet by 10 feet.

Gate number 19 Departure IGI. New Delhi airport. Use Stainless steel 316
“Universal India is committed to understanding your requirements, managing your expectations and building a long term relationship”

Thank you for your attention. If you have any query, feel free to contact us.

Website: www.indian-sculptures.com
Email us at: universalindia@gmail.com
Office Address: Plot no. 444, sector 31, Gurgaon, Haryana
Ph: Landline - 0124 40410190, Mobile - 9910762590, 9810762590

We Create Your Vision